
Environmental Commission 
April 28, 2022 Agenda 

Please note that the Environmental Commission meeting for April 28, 2022, will be held via conference 
call.  At 7:30pm, the public may connect using a computer or smart device by clicking on the following 
link or by calling the following number to participate: 646-518-9805. 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83435117078?pwd=M2h5UjQvbnpoRE56bUhHVWJzNTVCdz09 

Meeting ID: 834 3511 7078 
Passcode: 849179 
Dial by your location: 1-646-518-9805 (New York) or 1-267- 831-0333 (Philadelphia) 

Members of the public will have the opportunity to comment at appropriate times during the meeting.  
Formal action may be taken.  The following is the agenda to the extend known: 

Call to Order/Role Call 

Open Public Meeting Statement - Adequate notice of this meeting has been published specifying the 
time and access information in compliance with the provisions of the Open Public Meetings Act. Notice 
of this meeting has also been electronically sent to the newspapers and uploaded to Byram’s website, at 
not less than 48 hours in advance of the meeting.  In addition, a copy of this notice is on file in the office 
of the Environmental Commission Secretary. 

Public Participation 

Review of February 24, 2022 & March 24, 2022 Meeting Minutes 

Committee Reports: 
• MRMC – Meeting held on April 19th

• Recreation – Meeting held on April 18th

• Open Space – Meeting held on April 11th

• Council – Meeting held on April 19th

New Business: 
• Lake Management Review of Scope of Work – Chris Mikolajcz (Princeton

Hydro)
• Glenside Forest Report - Eric
• Joint hike event with EC/REC
• PFOA/PFOS Well Contamination in East Brookwood

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83435117078?pwd=M2h5UjQvbnpoRE56bUhHVWJzNTVCdz09
https://www.americantrails.org/the-trail-fund


Old Business: 
• TREX Plastics Challenge
• Dates and locations for trail clean-ups
• Invasive Species Event
• 2022 ANJEC Grant Update

• Deer Management Plan
https://www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/pdf/cbdmp_manual.pdf

• 2022 Goals
o Deer Management Plan
o ANJEC Grant
o Spotted Lanternfly
o Sponsor Two Trail Clean-ups/Invasive Species
o Arbor Day Event
o Township Drainage Project Involvement

Planning Board Applications: 
• Kevin Prokup -  Z07-2022- 03.28.2022 Kevin Prokup
• Princeton Property Management -  SP7-2021- 09.10.20 Princeton Property Management

Training 

Membership 
• EC Member and Alternate I positions vacant

Budget – Adoption of the Municipal Budget approved. 
o Adopted Budget of $2,600
o Remaining balance of $2,193.15

o Renewed ANJEC membership $375
o Operating Maintenance $31.85

Other 

Next Meeting to be held May 26, 2022 via Zoom 

Motion to Adjourn 

https://www.state.nj.us/dep/fgw/pdf/cbdmp_manual.pdf
https://byrampdtwp.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/PlanningBoard/ElRDP6T7wolOojZ5tr-7VKEB7d3yxHCRt8-cp9FWemGt-A?e=ZgTceO
https://byrampdtwp.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/PlanningBoard/ElRDP6T7wolOojZ5tr-7VKEB7d3yxHCRt8-cp9FWemGt-A?e=ZgTceO
https://byrampdtwp.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/PlanningBoard/EmAXDOEdLpVNsa83hNJV8xwBYsfSyv5DiP6_rnDJbOxh9w?e=q4MVgf
https://byrampdtwp.sharepoint.com/:f:/s/PlanningBoard/EmAXDOEdLpVNsa83hNJV8xwBYsfSyv5DiP6_rnDJbOxh9w?e=q4MVgf
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UNDERSTANDING OF PROJECT 

The Township of Byram (Township) includes multiple lakes and their respective lake associations (if private) within 
the Township limits and is locally known as “The Township of Lakes”.  Although these lakes are both public and 
private, the Township wishes to take an active role in the management of the surrounding watersheds of these 
lakes, as the private lakes themselves are managed by their respective associations.  This regional approach to 
lake management has recently been suggested by staff of both the New Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection (NJDEP) and the New Jersey Highlands Council (NJHC) and has been implemented in other New 
Jersey Highland communities such as Ringwood Borough, as well as West Milford and Rockaway Townships.   
 
Given the large number of lakes in Byram Township, and in an effort to keep this first phase of an overall Township 
study to a reasonable scope of the funding already provided by the NJHC ($150,000.00), a selection process 
occurred with input from the Township offices, the Township Environmental Commission, Princeton Hydro and 
ultimately, the NJHC.  Specifically, the NJHC Master Plan states within Policy 1L2: “to establish tiers of lake 
management appropriate to management strategies that help protect lake water quality and community value 
from the impacts of present and future development”, and within Objective 1L2a: “Lake management programs 
shall use the following management tiers around all Highlands Region lakes of greater than 10 acres in size: a 
Shoreline Protection Tier, a Water Quality Management Tier, a Scenic Resources Tier and a Lake Watershed Tier.”  
Given that both the Policy and Objective use the 10-acre size minimum size in the provision of standards for lake 
protection, it was determined that lakes greater than 10 acres in size would be selected for the study.  
Additionally, the Highlands Region Land Use Ordinance, which conforming municipalities pass, include this 
distinction for waterbodies greater than 10 acres, and the Highlands Region ERIs for each town report out on 
acres of lakes greater than 10 acres in size. 
 
However, Lakes greater than 10-acres in size which are permanently preserved or surrounded by permanently 
preserved land, including state-owned lakes, were eliminated from the study.  Reservoirs owned by private water 
utilities and lakes present on Federal facilities were also not included in the study.  Finally, it is important to note 
that Lakes less than 10 acres that may possess a swimming beach WERE included due to the potential impacts 
of harmful algal blooms on the recreational use of these lakes.  As a result of these conditions described above, 
the agreed upon list of lakes listed in this SOW are: 
 

• Cranberry Lake    
• Lake Lackawanna 
• Johnson Lake     
• Forest Lake 
• Panther Lake     
• Wolf Lake 
• Wright Pond     
• Jefferson Lake  
• Stag Pond 
• Kofferls Pond   

 
A map of these lakes can be found on the subsequent page.  
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FIRM OVERVIEW 

Princeton Hydro is a small business enterprise that was formed in 1998 with the specific mission of providing 
integrated ecological and engineering consulting services. Offering unparalleled expertise in natural resource 
management, water resources engineering, geotechnical design and investigation, and regulatory compliance, 
our staff provides a full suite of services throughout the Mid-Atlantic and New England states.  We have offices in 
Ringoes, New Jersey; Sicklerville, New Jersey; Bowie, Maryland; Exton, Pennsylvania; South Glastonbury, 
Connecticut and Colorado Springs, Colorado. Our multidisciplinary team has the skill sets necessary to conduct 
highly comprehensive assessments; develop and design appropriate, sustainable solutions; and successfully bring 
those solutions to fruition.  
 
At Princeton Hydro, we are committed to changing our ecosystems, quality of life, and communities for the 
better.  Our passion and commitment to the integration of innovative science and engineering drive us to excel 
on behalf of every client.  We take great pride in our reputation of delivering comprehensive ecosystem-based 
solutions that are cost-effective.   Our engineers and scientists have in‐depth knowledge of urban, coastal, 
riverine, floodplain, and wetland environments.  Our 50+ technical personnel and nine administrative staff include 
individuals with academic training and real-world project experience – many with advanced degrees and/or 
professional licenses – in hydrology and hydrogeology, green stormwater management, aquatic and wetland 
ecology, coastal resiliency, geotechnical investigation, wetland and stream restoration, fishery biology, 
population and community ecology dynamics, stakeholder engagement, environmental planning, and 
environmental risk analysis.  The unique skills and cumulative expertise of our highly-experienced staff are 
reflected in the creative nature of Princeton Hydro's award-winning projects.  
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PROPOSED SCOPE OF WORK 
The proposal to conduct a watershed assessment of the watersheds of the Township’s lakes will entail completion 
of the following primary general objectives.  The objectives are: 
 

1. Identify, quantify and prioritize the watershed-based factors which may cause eutrophication, 
2. Identify the watershed management measures needed to address general causes of water quality 

impairments, 
3. Identify the relative cost of the recommended general watershed management measures,  
4. Identify and quantify the lake-based factors which may cause eutrophication, 
5. Generate a general schedule, based on priority, for the implementation of the recommended watershed 

management measures, 
 
TASK 1.0 – HISTORICAL DATA REVIEW 

Any historical data will be obtained from the Township, as well as any other regulatory agencies, (such as NJDEP, 
NJDOT and the USGS), and reviewed in advance of implementing the watershed assessment outlined in Tasks 
2.0 and 3.0.  By doing so, a capitalization on established water quality trends, problems and issues raised through 
any past sampling efforts, and evaluation of the relative success of any past restoration efforts can be 
accomplished.  All streams within each watershed that may feed these lakes will also include a review of all 
available surface water data available through the USGS.  This information can be used as the foundation of the 
watershed assessment.  This is part of a standard study approach for any aquatic system; integration of reliable 
data developed in past studies.  Making use of these supplemental data collected by others to complement 
field efforts is beneficial, assuming that the data were collected by properly trained personnel in a manner 
consistent with standard NJDEP quality assurance protection plan protocols.  
 
Task 1 Fee - $7,900.00 
 
TASK 2 – WATERSHED MODELING; HYDROLOGIC AND POLLUTANT LOADING 

TASK 2.1 - HYDROLOGIC AND POLLUTANT LOADING ANALYSIS 

The objective of this task will be to model the watershed hydrologic and nutrient loading properties to each 
selected lake.  (Note that the modeling will be watershed-based and will not include the properties of each lake 
itself.)   The hydrologic and pollutant loading data will enable the Township to identify and target the primary 
sub-watersheds or stormwater discharge areas requiring the greatest load control and evaluate the feasibility of 
managing these loads via engineered practices.  This will aid the Township in selecting, prioritizing and 
implementing nutrient and sediment load management efforts, thus ensuring that future restoration practices 
are directed to the watershed projects having the greatest overall benefit to the long-term management of 
surface water quality.    
 
Watershed pollutant loading and hydrology will be modeled using the MapShed model and its web-based 
counterpart Model My Watershed (used here interchangeably), both versions of the GWLF model and its various 
descendants.  This model is described as a good mid-level model and recommended for use by the USEPA.  The 
model will be applied to describe system hydrology, essentially the water budget, and pollutant loading within 
the watershed and constituent subwatersheds of each system.  Hydrology and pollutant loading are inextricably 
linked and thus are calculated in parallel within the model.  The pollutants to be modelled include phosphorus, 
nitrogen and sediment, while the hydrology will include estimates of precipitation, runoff, evapotranspiration, 
groundwater flux, and ultimately streamflow or discharge.  Estimates of water and pollutant budgets will be 
provided on a subwatershed and monthly basis. 
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To describe its basic function, the model works by applying loading coefficients, essentially the quantity of a 
pollutant produced per unit area, to specific land cover types (for instance low density development or forested 
wetland) and land areas; the hydrology module operates similarly.  A series of algorithms modifies these results 
according to weather data, soils, and slopes among many other factors.  The model then simulates daily loads 
over a 30-year period using actual climate records, and averages the results over time for monthly and annual 
outputs.  Furthermore, the program allows the user to make modifications to the inputs for septic system function, 
the number of animals, population density, and many other factors that change pollutant loads and hydrology.  
Overall, modelling is used as a way to provide estimates of the water budget terms and the pollutants loads, but 
it does not replace sampling of both the inlet streams and lakes.   
 
Task 2.1 Fee - $14,350.00 
 
TASK 2.2 - ANALYSIS OF THE POLLUTANT REMOVAL ACHIEVABLE THROUGH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
SPECIFIC WATERSHED BASED MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES 

The primary reason for conducting this study is to identify what needs to be done in the watersheds of each 
respective lake to minimize the annual pollutant load of each. With this data the watershed-based management 
options can be determined, with the ultimate goal being the reduction and minimization of surface water quality 
issues, if any. 
 
This will allow for identification of those sub-watersheds having the greatest impact as well as those sub-
watersheds having the most manageable (correctable) loads.  Using this data, our storm water engineers and 
green infrastructure experts can provide a list of BMPs to the Township that could effectively manage the 
pollutant loads generated by each major sub-watershed’s specific pollutant loads.  Emphasis will be given to 
engineered bioretention type systems that can be implemented on a lot-specific or regional scale.  Such BMPs 
have a high capacity for the removal of nutrients.   
 
An examination and discussion of the water quality benefits of restoring and/or creating wetland buffers, riparian 
buffers, and lakefront aquascape shorelines will also be performed.  Where possible, based on inspections of the 
watershed or information contained in reports made available, our field scientists will identify examples of site-
specific locations where wetland buffers, riparian buffers, and lakefront aquascaping could potentially be 
implemented as part of future watershed management efforts. 
 
If applicable, preliminary base cost estimates will be developed for the design and construction of each 
recommended engineered stormwater management BMP.  The deliverables for this task will be: 
 

• Identification of sub-watershed pollutant loading and the BMPs best suited to manage these loads,  
• The utility of restoring or creating wetland buffers, riparian buffers, and lakefront aquascaping, and 

where possible, the identification of possible implementation sites within each watershed, 
• Estimated costs and an assigned priority for each engineered watershed management measure 

recommended in the report and supported by the collected data. 
 
Task 2.2 Fee - $20,500.00 
 
TASK 3.0 - WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT – COLLECTION OF WATERSHED-BASED WATER QUALITY DATA 

Using the modeling data calculated as part of Task 2, at a minimum, three (3) watershed-based baseflow (no 
rain in the previous 72 hours) stream monitoring events will be conducted within each lake’s single primary sub-
watershed with regards to pollutant and hydrologic loading.  This sampling will help to fine tune the models in 
Task 2.  During these monitoring events, both in-situ and discrete water quality data will be collected.  In-situ data 
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will consist of temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, and specific conductivity, all of which will be measured using 
a calibrated multi-probe water quality meter. Princeton Hydro is certified by the NJDEP (#10006) in these 
parameters.  Discrete water quality samples will be collected at each site and analyzed for total phosphorus (TP), 
soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP), nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N), and total suspended solids (TSS).  Observations of 
stream inlet conditions will also be recorded during these events. 
 
Task 3.0 Fee - $20,150.00 
 
TASK 4.0 - WATER QUALITY ASSESSMENT – COLLECTION OF LAKE-BASED WATER QUALITY DATA 

A single growing season (May – October) investigation and assessment of the water quality of each of the lakes 
will be performed.  This would entail bimonthly water quality sampling being conducted at each lake for a total 
of three (3) sampling events per lake.  Samples will be collected at a minimum of two stations (final station 
locations to be determined in concert with the Township.  During each event and at each station in-situ water 
quality data consisting of real-time measurement of dissolved oxygen, temperature, pH, and specific 
conductivity will be conducted.  These measurements are to be recorded in profile (surface to bottom) at 0.5 to 
1-meter increments.  At each of these sampling stations the lake’s clarity (Secchi disk transparency) will also be 
measured.   
 
At a station established in the approximate center (or at its deepest point will that not be in the center of the 
lake), discrete whole water samples will be collected at a depth 0.5 meters below the surface of the lake and 
0.5 meters above the bottom of the lake.  These samples will then be submitted to an NJDEP certified water 
testing lab for the analysis of total phosphorus (TP), soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP), nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N), 
NH3 nitrogen (N as ammonia), Chlorophyll a and total suspended solids (TSS).  At the same deep-water station, 
zooplankton and phytoplankton samples will also be collected via net tow and analyzed for species composition, 
dominant organism and relative density.  
 
Additionally, during each of the three (3) sampling events, a general survey of aquatic vegetation and/or algae 
growth (planktonic or filamentous) will be conducted.  These surveys will provide the associations with an 
objective understanding of the amount and distribution of SAV and algae occurring throughout each lake over 
the course of the growing season.  The survey will include general observations of the shoreline perimeter of the 
lake. These surveys can be discussed in advance, but will focus on areas having a history of significant SAV and/or 
algae problems.   
 
Task 4.0 Fee - $36,000.00 
 
TASK 5.0 – TROPHIC STATE ASSESSMENT  

Using the field data collected in Tasks 3 and 4, as well as the modeling data from Task 2, internal phosphorus 
loading can be estimated using standard limnological metrics and then incorporated into the overall load for 
that individual lake/watershed.  The basic input parameters for this analysis are the lake’s volume, maximum 
depth, average depth, seasonal dissolved oxygen and temperature profiles and hydrologic data.  Analysis of 
the hydrologic data generated through Task 2 in conjunction with the external and internal pollutant loads twill 
be used to compute the existing trophic state of each lake, which describes total system productivity or more 
simply if the lake is oligotrophic, mesotrophic, or eutrophic.   
 
Task 5.0 Fee - $8,500.00 
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TASK 6.0 - GENERAL ASSESSMENT REPORT  

Once all the laboratory data have been received and processed and the watershed modeling has been 
completed, and any existing historical data reviewed, a General Assessment Report will be authored.  The report 
will discuss the data and observations compiled during the monitoring and compare these data to established 
USEPA/NJDEP trophic state standards and NJDEP surface water quality threshold values.  The report will also cover 
in detail any water quality issues that were observed or measured, especially the results of the phosphorus loading 
and the in-situ data.  The report will also review in detail the results and findings of the field data (Tasks 3 and 4) 
and the relationships of the modeled data (Task 2.1) relative to any historical data (Task 1) provided by the 
Township or other agency. 
 
Within the General Assessment Report, which will be based on the EPA’s 9-element watershed plan model, the 
data will be presented in tables and/or graphs.  Within the report an identification of which watershed 
management techniques and measures are best suited for immediate or long-term implementation.  For each 
recommended technique a preliminary cost estimate (as based on the availability of data) for the 
implementation of the specified measure will be generated.  These data will be used in turn to rank each 
recommended management measure.  Within the report an identification of regulatory constraints affecting 
each of the recommended watershed-based management measures will be discussed and for each a list of 
anticipated NJDEP permits, as well as any other anticipated regulatory agency permits.  
 
Within the plan a schedule will be generated for the implementation for the recommended watershed 
management measures.  This will provide the Township with a sense of not only how to prioritize restoration 
recommendations, but how to budget for their implementation in both the short-term and long-term.  Finally, 
within the plan a long-term water quality monitoring plan that can be used by both the Township and the private 
lake associations will be provided to objectively and quantitatively track the watershed-based water quality 
improvements and ecological benefits achieved through the implementation of any recommendations 
provided in the General Assessment Report.   
 
Task 6.0 Fee - $19,250.00 
 
 
In an effort to summarize the total fees for this project, Table 1 below presents Fee with associated costs. 

 
Table 1 – Task/Fee Summarization 

 
Task Description Fee ($) 

1 Historical Data Review 7,900.00 
2.1 Hydrologic and Pollutant Loading Analysis 14,350.00 
2.2 Analysis of Pollutant Removal Watershed Techniques 23,500.00 
3 Collection of Baseline Watershed Water Quality Data 20,150.00 
4 Collection of Lake-Based Water Quality Data 36,000.00 
5 Trophic State Modeling 8,500.00 
6 General Watershed Assessment Report 19,250.00 

TOTAL $129,650.00 
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2022 ANJEC Grant for Open Space Stewardship Application for Environmental Commissions  
 
Municipality:   Byram Township  County:  Sussex  Phone:  973-347-2500 x138 
 
Mailing Address of Municipality:  Byram Township, 10 Mansfield Drive, Stanhope, NJ 07874 
 
Environmental Commission Contact Person: 
Name:  Brigette DuPont Email:   bdupont@byramtwp.org Phone:  973-347-2500 x138 
Address:  10 Mansfield Drive 
 Stanhope, NJ 07874 
 
Environmental Commission Chair:   
Name:  Katie Parrish Email:  kat.parrish7@gmail.com Phone:  201-317-0125 
 
Municipal Manager/Administrator: 
Name:  Joseph Sabatini Email:  jsabatini@byramtwp.org Phone:  973-347-2500 x129 
 
Year Environmental Commission was established by ordinance:  October 1974 
 
Is your Commission a member of ANJEC?   YES 
 
Title of Project:  Byram Township Trails Construction, Maintenance, and Improvements to Way Finding 

Signage & Markers. 
 
Amount being requested from ANJEC:   $1,500. 
 
Project Description:  
In June 2020, Byram Township adopted an updated Open Space and Recreation Plan that included a 
Trails Master Plan.  This Trails Master Plan included the development of additions to the existing trails 
system. This includes new trails, new trail segments, new trail access points, trail crossings, signage and 
other amenities that will be the hallmark of the Byram Trails Network. Additionally, this plan includes 
upgrades to the existing trails system improve wayfinding, trail blazing, signage and branding of the 
“Byram Trails”. A main objective is to develop a unified system of trail blazing that will allow for 
seamless navigation throughout the system. 
 
 
Three new loop trails were identified to be blazed at C.O. Johnson Park which is the Township’s primary 
park.  This park includes football, baseball, soccer fields, tennis, basketball courts, skateboard park, 
playground, paved walking path, picnic area, at the C.O. Johnson fieldhouse.  The trailhead to the 
Tamarack Park Trail is located directly across the street from C.O. Johnson Park.  The Tamarack Park 
Trail connects Byram Township's greenways, established trails, and community focal points. The trail 
extends from Route 206 at Tamarack Park to C. O. Johnson Park at Roseville Road.  The new loop 
trails located at C.O. Johnson Park will expand the Tamarack Park Trail system and provide another 
opportunity for passive recreation for the visitors to C.O. Johnson Park. 
 
The goal of this project is to focus on the construction of the new ‘turquoise loop trail’ that is 
approximately ½ mile and to install way finding and signage for this new trail.  Below is a map of the 

mailto:jsabatini@byramtwp.org
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project area, showing the three new trails.  The ‘turquoise loop trail’ is the longest proposed trail and 
will not be impacted by any of the other improvements proposed at the park.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Wayfinding Markers & Signage 
The new trail will include new wayfinding markers that are being installed on existing township trails.  
Also, each end of the loop will be marked with a sign to match existing trails.  The wayfinding markers 
will allow for blazes, trail names, and the town logo to be included on them.  The new loop trail will be 
about ½ mile , and we intend to install markers every 100’-150’ of trail.  
 
This project includes the following elements:  

• Purchase of wayfinding markers and trailhead signs.  
• Preparation of Materials.  
• Marking proposed route of new loop trail.  
• Clearing and grading tread of new and relocated trail sections  
• Installation of wayfinding markers and signs 
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As a result of this project, guests will be able to navigate our trails more easily. and enjoy a more diverse 
and interesting experience by adding some loops as requested during the recent open space survey.      
 
The BTEC would sponsor this project and would encourage the Open Space Committee (OSC), the 
Recreation Committee (RC), volunteer groups, and all interested residents to participate. We have a 
standing relationship with groups including the Boy and Girl Scouts, local hiking clubs, and Lenape Valley 
Regional High School’s Go Green Environmental Club, and we plan to invite them to participate.   
Byram’s EC has established a partnership with Stanhope Environmental Commission (our neighboring 
town), and we invite them to participate in our events as well.  We anticipate volunteers helping with 
trail building and installing markers. When the trail is complete, we would like to invite all volunteers 
and the public back for a community hike. BTEC will then encourage members of the community to 
“adopt a trail” to retain future involvement and ongoing sustainability. 
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Schedule:    
We envision three phases to this project: 

• Phase 1: Planning and Preparation (Spring-Summer 2022) 
o Evaluating and ordering wayfinding markers and signage.    This spring we are evaluating 

supply needs to purchase materials in early summer.  
• Phase 2: New Loop Trail at C.O. Johnson Park (Summer-Fall 2022) 

o The BTEC along with our Trail Experts will train volunteers how to clear the corridor for 
the trail and construct the trail for proper flow and drainage and long-term 
sustainability.  The trail will be built using the Guidelines for a Quality Trail Experience by 
IMBA and using the tools we purchased from our budget last year.   

• Phase 3: Finishing Touches and Public Opening (Spring-Summer 2023) 
o Once our trails are completed, the BTEC will install new trail markers and signage to 

open it up to the public. We will also hold a community hike, led by members of the 
BTEC, on the new trail.  

 
Project Budget: 
The estimate for the ANJEC Grant BTEC Project is attached to the end of our application.   
 
Funding Requested:        Grant Request @ $1,500 
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In-Kind Labor from BTEC, OSC, RC, Township Staff and Volunteers: 
18 hours:  EC meetings to plan project, recruit volunteers and discuss status (30 minutes per meeting, 6 
meetings @ average of 6 members per meeting); community members to participate in planning of field 
work 
 
Field Work phases 1-3: 

• 10 Hours:  Planning 
• 60 Hours:  Extension Trail Building 
• 20 Hours:  Markers and Signage 
• 10 Hours:  Project Tracking and Reporting by the BTEC 

 
The Township’s Administrative Staff and Department of Public Works Staff will support project as 
needed to assist volunteers, procure the materials and to provide whatever assistance is needed for the 
success of the project. 
 
Total Estimate:    118 Hours  
 
Deliverables:   
BTEC will sponsor this project and be responsible for the project management and volunteer supervision 
and scheduling of the work.  The work will occur over several days and events,  including preparation 
time leading up to the actual work occurring.  Each phase of this project is a deliverable and milestone in 
itself. Upon completion, our Trail Experts and Township staff will review the work by BTEC and give their 
approval. 
 
Who:   
Environmental Commission, Open Space Committee, Recreation Committee, Township employees and 
community volunteers.  Professional services and guidance provided by Township Open Space 
Professional Trailbuilder & Manager. 
 
References:    
Guidelines for a Quality Trail Experience by IMBA 
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2022 ANJEC Grant for Open Space Stewardship Application for Environmental Commissions  
 
Municipality:   Byram Township  County:  Sussex  Phone:  973-347-2500 x138 
 
Mailing Address of Municipality:  Byram Township, 10 Mansfield Drive, Stanhope, NJ 07874 
 
Environmental Commission Contact Person: 
Name:  Brigette DuPont Email:   bdupont@byramtwp.org Phone:  973-347-2500 x138 
Address:  10 Mansfield Drive 
 Stanhope, NJ 07874 
 
Environmental Commission Chair:   
Name:  Katie Parrish Email:  kat.parrish7@gmail.com Phone:  201-317-0125 
 
Municipal Manager/Administrator: 
Name:  Joseph Sabatini Email:  jsabatini@byramtwp.org Phone:  973-347-2500 x129 
 
Year Environmental Commission was established by ordinance:  October 1974 
 
Is your Commission a member of ANJEC?   YES 
 
Title of Project:  Byram Township Trails Construction, Maintenance, and Improvements to Way Finding 

Signage & Markers. 
 
Amount being requested from ANJEC:   $1,500. 
 
Project Description:  
The goal of this project is to improve the Way Finding capabilities and sustainability of our Trail System 
and increase the overall length of an existing trail.  Below is a map of the project area trails along with 
the expansion illustrated in dashed lines in the lower left of the map. 
 

  

mailto:jsabatini@byramtwp.org
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Cranberry Overlook Trail Expansion – The project will include an expansion of an existing trail 
(Cranberry Overlook) into the newly acquired Johnson parcel. The trail will extend the existing trail to 
Old Indian Spring Rd with a loop returning to existing trail.  The expansion will more than double the 
length of the existing trail.  A preliminary trail route has been identified and marked. This project will 
require the construction of the new trail expansion, evaluation of existing trail for potential repairs and 
improvements, blazing of the new trail, and GPS mapping.  In the future, the new trailhead will get a 
parking area. The new section of trail and parking at the trailhead will provide an easier hike to the 
Overlook once it is completed. These improvements will also help increase access to the trail because 
the existing trailhead has extremely limited parking (~2-3 cars). 
 
Tamarack Trail Sustainability Maintenance 
Tamarack Trail is a 1.6-mile nature trail going thru the Highlands of NJ from CO Johnson Park along 
Roseville Road to the Tamarack Park on 206.  Three sections of the Trail experience standing & running 
water along with mud associated from heavy use during wet periods.  On the Northern most section, we 
look to move approximately 50-100’ of trail to higher ground. The Middle and Southern sections will be 
remediated through the use of elevated wooden walkways similar to the ones installed on the Stairway 
to Heaven Trail in Vernon as show below.  Each of these sections will be approximately 20-40’ long.   
 

Kathleen Parrish
I've only heard of the "thru" spelling being used for "thru-hiking", is this right here? I'm not sure
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Wayfinding Markers & Signage 
The Trails included in this scope of work include the Tamarack Trail, Cranberry Overlook, and their 
associated connector trails.  The Tamarack Trail will get a green blaze, as it seen as a continuation of the 
Green Trail in Allamuchy State Park that serves much of Byram. The Cranberry Overlook Trail will get a 
red blaze to reflect the difficulty of the trail. The markers and signage we hope to acquire come from 
Rhino. These markers will allow for blazes, trail names, and the town logo to be included on them. All 
trails respectively will be about 3 miles, and we intend to install markers every 100’-150’ of trail. 
 
This project includes the following elements:  

• Purchase of wayfinding markers, signs, and installation tools  
• Purchase of lumber and hardware 
• Preparation of Materials  
• Marking proposed route of new trail sections  
• Clearing and grading tread of new and relocated trail sections  
• Installation of wayfinding markers and signs 
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As a result of this project, guests will be able to navigate our trails more easily. and enjoy a more diverse 
and interesting experience by adding some loops as requested during the recent open space survey.      
 
The BTEC would sponsor this project and would encourage the Open Space Committee (OSC), the 
Recreation Committee (RC), volunteer groups, and all interested residents to participate. We have a 
standing relationship with groups including the Boy and Girl Scouts, local hiking clubs, and Lenape Valley 
Regional High School’s Go Green Environmental Club, and we plan to invite them to participate.   
Byram’s EC has established a partnership with Stanhope Environmental Commission (our neighboring 
town), and we invite them to participate in our events as well.  We anticipate volunteers helping with 
trail building and installing markers. When the trail is complete, we would like to invite all volunteers 
and the public back for a community hike. BTEC will then  encourage members of the community to 
“adopt a trail” to retain future involvement and ongoing sustainability. 
 
Schedule:    
We envision four phases to this project: 

1. Phase 1: Planning and Preparation (Spring-Summer 2022) 
a. Evaluating and ordering wayfinding markers and signage.  Ordering lumber and 

hardware to create the elevated walkways.  This spring we are evaluating supply needs 
to purchase materials in early summer.  

2. Phase 2: Cranberry Overlook Trail Expansion (Summer-Fall 2022) 
a. The Cranberry Overlook Trail expansion involves two steps.  First clearing the corridor 

for the trail and secondly creating a 3-foot-wide tread suitable for walking and hiking.  
The BTEC along with our Trail Experts will train volunteers how to construct trails for 
proper flow and drainage and long-term sustainability.  The trails will be built using the 
Guidelines for a Quality Trail Experience by IMBA and using the tools we purchased from 
our budget last year.   

3. Phase 3: Tamarack Trail (Fall 2022-Spring 2023) 
a. The next phase of the project will tackle the water and drainage issues on Tamarack 

Trail. This portion of our project will be the most labor intensive as it will involve moving 
materials, site preparation, and construction of walkways. Along with the construction, 
a short section of trail will be moved to higher ground. 

4. Phase 4: Finishing Touches and Public Opening (Spring-Summer 2023) 
a. Once our trails are completed, the BTEC will install new trail markers and signage to 

open it up to the public. We will also hold a community hike, led by members of the 
BTEC, on the new trail.  

 
Project Budget: 
The estimate for the ANJEC Grant BTEC Project is attached to the end of our application.  We know that 
our estimates exceed the $1500 limit of the grant, but our Mayor and Council are committed to these 
improvements to our parks and will fund any of the short falls not covered in the grant should it be 
awarded. 
 
Funding Requested:        Grant Request @ $1,500 
In-Kind Labor from BTEC, OSC, RC, Township Staff and Volunteers: 
18 hours:  EC meetings to plan project, recruit volunteers and discuss status (30 minutes per meeting, 6 
meetings @ average of 6 members per meeting); community members to participate in planning of field 
work 
 

Kathleen Parrish
I'm not sure if this would be capitalized? Also who would be considered our trail experts? The forrester? Memebrs of the EC? 
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Field Work phases 1-4: 
• 10 Hours:  Planning 
• 80 Hours:  Extension Trail Building 
• 80 Hours:  Water and Drainage Issues 
• 40 Hours:  Markers and Signage 

 
15 hours: EC Secretary to work with Forester, BTEC, OS, Township Staff.  Participate in project meetings, 
prepare status reports and updates to Mayor/Council members, coordinate training sessions, purchase 
items needed for sessions and trail work 
 
3 hours: Community Relations Manager to advertise sessions using social media 
 
Total Estimate:    246 Hours – approximately 228 from volunteers and 18 from Township Staff 
 
Deliverables:   
BTEC will sponsor this project and be responsible for the project management and volunteer supervision 
and scheduling of the work.  The work will occur over several days and events.  Including preparation 
time leading up to the actual work occurring.  Each phase of this project is a deliverable and milestone in 
itself. Upon completion, our Trail Experts and Township staff will review the work by BTEC and give their 
approval. 
 
Who:   
Environmental Commission, Open Space Committee, Recreation Committee, Township employees and 
community volunteers.  Professional services and guidance provided by Township Open Space 
Professional Trailbuilder & Manager. 
 
References:    
Guidelines for a Quality Trail Experience by IMBA 
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Trails Grant Application  
 

The Sussex County Trails Grant Program funds projects to provide recreational trail use opportunities 
which benefit the community or enhance the quality of life for Sussex County residents and visitors. 
This program is open to all 24 municipalities in Sussex County, individually or in partnership with 
another municipality; the County; or non-profits working in coordination with a municipality. 
 
 

  

APPLICANT INFORMATION 
Project Title:  
 

Municipality:  

Contact Person: Email:  
 

Full Address:  
 
 
Phone:  Phone:  

Partner Municipalities, If Any:  
 

 
 

OWNERSHIP  INFORMATION  
Name:  

The trail is controlled by:  
 
 Fee Simple  
 Easement  
 Right of Way  
 Other:   ________________________ 

 

COUNTY USE ONLY 

Project Name:   

Grant ID:   

Date Received:   

Date Awarded:  

COUNTY OF SUSSEX  
Department of Engineering and Planning  
Division of Planning & Economic Development  
Open Space Advisory Committee  
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PROJECT INFORMATION 
Project Title: Municipal or Regional Partners: 

USER INFORMATION (check all that apply) 

 Hiking, walking, running, etc.
 Biking
 X-Country Skiing
 Paddle/Aquatic

 Equestrian
 ADA Accessible Access
 Other _____________________

TRAIL IMPROVEMENT 

 Rehabilitation/Restoration of Existing Trail
 New Construction
 ADA Accessibility Enhancements

 Trail and trail-street intersection safety
enhancements

 Trailhead and Trailside Facility Construction

PROJECT NARRATIVE 

Project Description: 

Please provide a description of your project and a scope of work. Be sure to include the actual work to be accomplished with 
the grant funds. Who will complete the work? Who will oversee the project? List specific activities to be completed i.e., how 
many feet, miles; materials to be used; standards or guidelines, etc.  

Please continue on additional sheet if necessary. 

PROJECT COSTS
Costs of Materials: Total Project Cost: 

Grant Request: Matching Funds: 

Matching Fund Source: 

*Provide Proof of Funds
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SUSSEX COUNTY TRAILS GRANT CHECKLIST 

The following is a checklist of materials required as part of the Sussex County Trails Grant 
Program application: 

 1. Applicant Information 

 2. Ownership Verification 

 3. Project Narrative/Description 

 4. Project Map 

 5. Project Schedule 

 6. Supporting Documentation 

 a. Governing Body Resolution authorizing submittal of the Application 

 b. Trail Enhancements (if applicable) (photos must be in *.jpg format) 

 c. Evidence of Matching Funds Commitment  

 d. Agency Authorization (if applicable) 

 7. Cost Estimate Spreadsheet 

 8. Attend Open Space Application Meeting 



Project Narrative 
Byram Township Trails Grant 

 
Byram Township recently completed an update to its Open Space & Recreation Plan. A major element of 
that plan was a comprehensive Trails Master Plan that proposed a Township-wide multi-use trails 
system that would traverse the state, municipal and foundation owned publicly accessible land. The trail 
system will connect geographically dispersed neighborhoods, community facilities and points of interest 
and serve as an amenity for local residents and visitors from the region. The trail system will also include 
both natural trails and improved surfaces that will be suitable for uses such as mountain biking, cross-
country skiing and equestrian uses. The trails master plan intends to connect existing trails such as the 
Sussex Branch Trail and the trails in Allamuchy Mountain State Park along with Byram Township’s trails 
through the construction of strategic connectors and a unified wayfinding system. These trails will also 
incorporate the extensive land holdings of the Kellogg Foundation which have recently been made 
available for public hiking access. The creation of this system will be a multi-year effort and when 
finished, will serve as a focal point for sustainable economic development for Byram and Sussex County. 
 
This application is for financial support to enable Byram Township to begin the first phase of creating 
this unified system. The Township is requesting the maximum permitted grant of $5,000.00.   Phase 1 
activities will include the installation of the first section of a standardized wayfinding system that will 
color-code the individual trails, provide branding and trail head information facilities that include 
signage and kiosks and the construction of two new short segments of trail. This phase of work 
represents the easily achievable steps that will lead to the ability to undertake the more ambitious steps 
outlined in the Trails Master Plan in the future. The primary use of grant funding will be for the purchase 
of wayfinding supplies that consist of trail markers, signs, materials for trailhead kiosks. The Township 
will also engage an outside contractor to construct the short trail segments and install the trail markers. 
The Township will provide both matching funding from its Open Space Trust Fund and in-kind 
contributions of work by Township Public Works personnel and volunteer time.  
 
This project includes the following elements: 
 

• Purchase of Wayfinding materials and installation tools 
• Preparation of Materials 
• Marking proposed route of new trail sections 
• Clearing of new trail sections 
• Installation of wayfinding instruments 

 
Specifically, the proposed work will include wayfinding installation along the existing Tamarack Trail that 
connects Tamarack Park on Route 206 with C.O. Johnson Park, wayfinding on the Cranberry Overlook 
Trail that connects the Tamarack Trail to Cranberry Overlook, the construction of an extension of the 
Cranberry Overlook Trail that will expand that trail to a new trailhead on Old Indian Spring Road and the 
construction of a short connector trail that will link the Tamarack Trail to a new trailhead on Tamarack 
Road (and eventually to adjoining Hudson Farms land). A map depicting the location of this work is 
attached as part of this application.  A map of the proposed trails system is also attached to this 
application.       
 



Tasks 

Task Labor Source Estimated Hours Personnel Cost/hr. Total Cost 
Preparation of 
Materials (Apply 
Decals/Sort Posts) 

Township Volunteers 4 3 $15.00 $180.00 

Mark New Trail 
Segments 

Township Volunteers 4 2 $15.00 $120.00 

Transport Materials to 
Trailhead Locations 

Byram DPW $ 2 $50.00 $100.00 

Construct New Trail 
Segments/Clear 
Existing Trails  

Contractor (TBD) 9 4 $60.00 $2,160.00 

Install Wayfinding 
Posts 

Contractor (TBD) 9 4 $60.00 $2,160.00 

Construct/Install 
Trailhead Kiosks 

TBD             $1,000.00  (Est.) 

      
Total Cost     $5,720.00 

 

 

Materials 

Equipment Company Amount Cost/Unit Total Cost 
     

Fiberglass Flat 4-rail Trail 
Markers-Brown 

Rhino 150 $15.25 $2,287.50 

FPD-44 Post Driver Rhino 2 $108.00 $   216.00 
PHD-100 Pilot Hole Driver Rhino 2 $195.00 $   390.00 
Informational Decal Set  Rhino 5 $  25.00 $   125.00 
Color Coded Decals Rhino 6 sets (100 ea.) $  50.00 $   300.00 
Trailhead Kisoks In-House 3 $500.00 $ 1,500.00 
     
Total Cost    $ 4,818.50 

 



Byram Township Trails Grant 

Project Schedule 

  

1. Order Materials      January 2022 
2. Receive Materials     Mid-February 2022 
3. Prepare Materials     Late February 2022 
4. Request Quotes Contractors    Late February 2022 
5. Select Contractor     Mid-March 2022 
6. Mark New Trail Segments    Mid-March 2022 (Weather Permitting) 
7. Construct New Trail Segments    April 2022 
8. Install Wayfinding Posts     April 2022 
9. Install Trailhead Kiosks      May 2022    





PROPOSED TRAILS MAP 
Project No. 19-005 
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